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WINTER WARNING
Why Gold is Definitely
Not in a Bubble
There is absolutely no way that gold is in a bubble and
that those who are making such asinine declarations
have neither a clue about what is the principal feature of
gold, nor have a clue about what is a bubble.

Yes, I know that George Soros, the legendary fund manager, who
bet against the pound and won huge has made such an assertion
and has essentially, sold all his gold, but he’s wrong and I’d bet the
house on that. Of course he made a tidy little profit on his gold
bet, but he has sold far too soon and has left a massive profit on
the table. It’s not known exactly when Mr. Soros sold his gold,
but it was sometime in the first quarter of this year and during that
quarter the highest price attained by gold bullion was $1,428 (U.S.)
per ounce, which means that already Mr. Soros has effectively, forfeited about $500 (U.S.) per ounce profit and there’s still lots more
profit to come. It’s not the potential profit that has been lost by selling gold too soon, it’s the security that owning it gives an investor
during a paper money collapse.
From the outset, let us clearly understand the meaning of the word
‘bubble’ when it is attached to financial markets. Financial bubbles
are rare. In Charles Mckay’s book, Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, which was first published in
1841, the author effectively only writes about three such bubbles.
These are John Law’s Misssissippi scheme (about which we have
made numerous references), the South Sea Bubble, which should
be considerd a contemporary of the Mississippi fiasco and Tulipmania, which preceded the two aforementioned by more than
60 years. We could add to these the four U.S. Kondratieff autumn stock market bubbles, and of course the Nikkei stock market
bubble that ended in late 1989. Also, we shouldn’t forget the great
American housing bubble instigated by the former Chairman of the
Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan, who can take full credit for the
disaster that is now unfolding, as that bubble is in the process of
bursting.

The most recent stock market bubble, the 4th. Kondratieff autumn
stock bull market was highlighted by the mania associated with
the so-called ‘dot-com’ stocks, that in 1999 and early 2000 were
being financed, for the most part, without a realistic business plan
and without prospects of profit. Yet the public was induced into
buying highly priced Initial Public Offerings, after the favoured clients of the lead underwriters had been issued pre-IPO stock at
significantly lower prices. In some cases, these IPOs were fully
subscribed by these favoured clients, in which case the general
public was urged to purchase shares after they were cleared for
trading, which caused prices to run to two or three times the IPO
issue price, allowing the favoured clients to reap bountiful profits.
But that is just one of the most obvious signs of a bubble. It is always accompanied by lying and cheating, which is usually ignored
by the regulators.
The principle feature of any bubble is that it captures the attention
of an entire nation and in modern instances, perhaps most of the
world. Effectively, it becomes the principal point of discussion in
every form of media and among the general population as well.
Today, there are several financial TV channels devoted almost entirely to investing, principally in stocks. There were none before
the beginnings of the Kondratieff autumn stock bull market in the
early 1980s, and we anticipate that all of them will cease to function once the Kondratieff winter bear market has taken its toll. A
financial bubble entices the participation of a majority of a nation’s
citizens, who are captivated by the promise of endless and substantial gains.
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It is true that the media is now referencing gold more frequently than it has done in the past, but it is still only a tiny fraction of the amount
of time it spends discussing the general stock market.
Eric Sprott and Andrew Morris produced a report in February 2011 entitled ‘Debunking The Gold Bubble Myth’ (available for reading on
this website) and made several compelling points to refute the notion that gold is in a bubble. I will qoute extensively from this paper to
bring out the most salient points of their argument. “The truth about gold is that most people simply don’t own it….yet.”
“In their Gold Yearbook 2010, CPM Group noted that in 1968, gold held by individuals for investment purposes represented approximately
5% of global financial assets. By 1980, that amount had fallen to roughly 3%. By 1990, it had dropped significantly to 0.6%, and by the
year 2000 represented a mere 0.2% of global assets. By the end of 2009, nine years into the global bull market that began in 2000, they
estimate that gold had increased to represent a mere 0.6% of global financial assets-hardly much of an increase. Gold ownership didn’t
change much last year either, as we estimate that this percantage increased to 0.7% of global financial assets in 2010. So, despite gold
reaching record nominal highs, the world holds about the same portion of its wealth in gold as it did over two decades ago. While this
probably says more about the proliferation of financial assets over the past decade than it does about gold investment, it is surprising to
note how trivial gold ownership is when compared to the size of global financial assets.” Global pension funds are only 0.4% invested in
gold. If they were to increase their position to the traditional 5%, that would add significantly to the price of gold bullion.
This report adds that much of the appreciation in gold ownership since 2000 is attributable to the increase in the price of gold and that the
actual amount of real gold investment since 2000 is a paltry 0.1% of current global financial assets or about $250 billion (U.S.). This is a
trivial amount, equivilant to 0.3% of the $98 trillion (U.S.) amount of new investment into global financial assets since then.
“The 0.7% ownership data point also has interesting implications for global gold ownership going forward. Consider that to return to a
meaningful level of gold investment, say to the 5% level of 1968, it would require over $9 trillion (U.S.) of gold investment today, or about
6.5 billion ounces of gold at the current price (This is equivilant to 81 years of current mine production of 80 million ounces per annum).
This would represent well over 1.3 times the amount of gold ever produced throughout history and four times the amount of known gold
reserves. So, not only is the public relatively underinvested in gold, but at current prices it isn’t even possible to increase our gold holdings
back to a meaningful level.”
“Gold’s apparent underinvestment also applies to gold equity financings since 2000. According to our sources, gold companies raised
approximately $78 billion (U.S.) of equity capital in new financings over the past 11 years. To put this amount into perspective this is
equivilant to the total amount of equity raised by technology companies in the first three months of 2000.”
“Furthermore, we compiled information on mutual fund flows to get a sense of the average retail investor’s appetite for gold equity investments. We found very familiar results in this area as well: compared to the $2.5 trillion (U.S.) that was invested in U.S. mutual funds since
2000, precious metal equity funds have seen a mere $12 billion (U.S.) in inflows (0.5%). If there is a bubble in gold investments, the average retail investor hasn’t participatd in it.”
We think there’s good reason that retail investors are not participating in the gold commodity and stock bull market that has been ongoing
for the past ten years and that is because most retail investors are in the hands of the greedy banking institutions and gold is an anathema to banks. They love paper money, because it allows them to lend money without any requirement for adequate deposits to cover the
loans. This is called frational reserve banking, because the loans are covered by a tiny fraction of money on deposit.
Anyway most of the stockbrokers that work at these bank controlled investment institutions are simply ‘money gatherers’. That is to say,
they bring in the clients’ money to be invested by the banks portfolio managers. For the most part, these managers’ investment philosophy
would be similar to that espoused by the banks, which is to diversify the portfolio, which probably means that gold and gold stocks would,
at most, make up 5% of the total investment portfolio.
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“The fund distribution business in Canada (and in other capitalist countries) is still highly controlled by the banks. They are getting stronger
in the asset management industry and the independents are getting weaker.” Som Seif, President and CEO Claymore Investments, Inc.
The Globe and Mail, Monday, September 12, 2011.
The likely reason that the general stock market has held together as well as it has given the damning economic and financial news is
because the banks are the principal owners of the asset mangement business and no doubt they are convincing their ‘nervous nellie’ customers to hold on for the long term. We pity them for we know how devastating the winter stock bear market is likely to be. (See- Winter
Warning, ‘Dow 1,000 Is Not a Silly Number.’)
One of the simplest ways to determine whether the price of gold is in a bubble is to measure the price of gold versus the price of stocks,
for which we use the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). I believe it is one of the most important financial comparison measures that
is available to us.
You must remember that the price of gold and the value of the general stock market are always working opposite to each other over the
longer term; when the value of stocks are rising the price of gold is likely falling and vice versa. More importantly, this ratio rises and falls
and reaches peaks and troughs during each of the Kondratieff seasons. Stocks perform well during the Kondratieff spring, which is the
rebirth of the economy and during the Kondratieff autumn, which is always the biggest stock bull market of the cycle. The ratio rises in
value during these seasons reflecting rising stock prices and reaches a peak in value at the end of these seasons. In the inflationary summer and deflationary winter stock prices perform poorly, particularly in the winter when prices reflect the horror of a depression brought
about by a collapse of the debt bubble. Conversely, during these two seasons the price of gold performs exceptionally well and the ratio
reaches a low.
Looking at the ratio numbers we can see that the lowest the ratio has been is 1 to 1. This was reached at the end of the 2nd. Kondratieff
winter in 1896 and the end of the 4th. Kondratieff summer in 1980. We have often contended that given the huge demand for physical
gold during the last Kondratieff winter and had not the price of gold been fixed at $20.67 (U.S.) per ounce then, the ratio would have fallen
much lower than the 2 to 1 ratio reached in 1932.
The highest numbers were reached, as we would expect, at the end of the end of the 3rd. Kondratieff autumn in 1929, the end of spring
in our current cycle and the end of autumn also in our current cycle, when the ratio reached its highest level ever at 43.85 to 1. Thus,
we should expect following Epicitus’ dictum that “the true extreme of of any position will ultimately become its opposite” and W.D.Gann’s
prognosis “when the decline sets in it must be in proportion to the advance,” that the ratio low will be an extreme low, much lower than 1
to 1. We are on record as stating that the low will likely be 1 to 0.25 (Dow 1,000 points, gold $4,000 U.S. per ounce.)
The ratio has come down from that July 1999 high of 43.5 to 1 to about 6 to 1 at this time. Thus, at this time it is not indicating anything like
a bubble. We shall review it at 1 to 1 to determine whether irrational crowd behaviour suggests that the price of gold might be developing
into a bubble, but we doubt that even at that level it will be the case.
We remember the gold price bubble of late 1979 into January 1980. At that time, the gold price was in everyone’s conversation. I remember seeing a front page picture in the Globe and Mail newspaper of people queueing in front of the Bank of Nova Scotia in downtown
Toronto waiting for the bank to open its doors so that they could buy gold at more than $800 (U.S.) per ounce. Now, that was a definite
sign of the top in the gold bubble, which ended in January 1980 when the price of gold peaked at $850 (U.S.) per ounce.
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What is in a bubble, which has now started to burst, is paper money, which has been the catalyst for the greatest creation of debt in the
history of the world.The repercussions of this are horrifying. We are not talking about a singular and realitively unimportant country debt
collapse, like Argentina or even Russia in 1999. No, this is much, much bigger than that; the enormous debt load of most capitalist countries, including the United States, is now in the process of unravelling. That process and its ultimate conclusion, which is likely the end of
paper money, has to be very bullish for gold.
Current attention is focussed on Europe, and in particular Greece. It seems highly likely that Greece will default. In that event, what would
it mean to the European banks, which hold so much Greek debt on their books? A Greek default would likely open the door to other European countries choosing that option, rather than stay with the mandated austerity programmes that are stiffling any potential for growth,
which is leading to civil unrest.
What of Italy? I see in today’s Financial Times that Italy has gone hat in hand to China, begging that country to purchase its debt. In addition, Standard & Poors has cut its credit rating on Italian government debt by a notch to A, citing Italy’s weakening economic outlook.
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You should be cognisant of the fact that we are of the opinion that the economies of all capitalist countries will weaken to the point where
they are all overcome by an economic depression, similar to the 1930s worldwide depression, which was brought about by overwhelming
debt. That debt was far less significant than the debt that threatens our very existence today.
For the time being, the European crisis has shifted the debt attention away from the U.S. Eventually, regardless of the European debt
outcome, which must at least spell the failure of the Euro and the default of several European nations, attention will once again revert to
the looming bankruptcy of the U.S.
We have often referenced 1931 as the year in which the world monetary system began its collapse. The process of that collapse is eeringly similar to the monetary failure that is now unfolding 80 years later. Like today, the origins of that collapse began in Europe. Rather
than Greece, it was in Austria that initial default occurred. But it only took this one country to begin a process in which the whole world
monetary system unravelled.
Germany followed Austria almost immediately in abandoning the gold exchange standard monetary system in May 1931. But the crucial
abandonment occurred on September 20, 1931 (The 80 year anniversary of this event occurs this Wednesday), when Great Britain left
the monetary system. In today’s context that would be akin to Germany abandonning the Euro. Once Britain was gone the whole gold
exchange standard system imploded.
Much like today, as the monetary system started its collapse in May 1931, there was a concerted effort to keep the system going for fear
that its collapse would bring down banks, particularly American banks, which had made significant loans in Europe, especially in Germany
and Austria. When these two countries were the first to leave the international monetary system,their demise significantly contributed to
the failure of the American banking system.
Thus, the fight that Germany and to a lessor extent France, Finland and Holland are waging to preserve the Euro is as much a fight to
preserve the European banks as it is the currency system itself.
Using 1931 as our benchmark, we know that when one country abandoned the monetary system it didn’t take long before the whole
system collapsed. Following the initial collapse, the debt of every country was scrutinized and those countries deemed likely to fail were
effectively driven by investors into a self-fulfilling monetary abandonment. As the world monetary system began to fail in 1931, even the
mighty dollar came under suspicion and dollars began to be swapped for American gold at $20.67 (U.S.) per ounce. So much gold was
taken out of the U.S. Treasury, that the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury told President Hoover, shortly before he left office in late 1932,
that there was insufficient gold at the Treasury to cover the dollar. One of the first things that President Roosevelt did , on assuming the
Presidential office in March 1933, was to confiscate American citizens’ gold and take the United States out of the gold exchange standard
system. Effectively, this was the final straw that broke the back of the world monetary system.
History is repeating itself as we have long anticipated; the monetary crisis of this Kondratieff winter is closely following the predecessor
monetary collapse of the 3rd. Kondratieff winter. There is one significant difference between the current crisis and the previous one. This
one is far bigger than its 1931 to 1933 counterpart, in that most industrialized countries are massively indebted at all levels of the economy. Thus, the repercussions of debt disintegration this Kondratieff winter are likely to be far more terrifying than they were in the 1930s.
We are still in the early stages of the failure of the current world monetary system. No country has yet defaulted, although Greece is very
close to that. Nevertheless, the price of gold has risen from $250 (U.S.) per ounce in 2001 to its present level close to $1,850 (U.S.) per
ounce. This begs the question, what happens to price of gold when the whole system actually begins to fall apart? We can only surmise
that under these circumstance the demand for gold will rise exponentially.
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The following chart courtesy of Bullion Management Group, Inc. shows five countries’ paper currency declines versus gold since 2001.
This chart empirically shows that, since that time, gold has become the money of choice versus all paper currencies. We are convinced
that the move to gold will accelerate as the world paper money system collapses under a massive debt load. Von Mises perhaps put it
best when he wrote, “Government is the only institution that can take a valuable commodity like paper, and make it worthless by applying
ink, or as Voltaire wrote ”Paper money eventually returns to its intinsic value of zero.”
In 1810, the British House of Commons appointed a Bullion Committee to report why the price of gold had risen to the extent that it had
following the government’s decision to abandon gold money during the Napoleonic wars. The following is a partial finding reported to the
House of Commons by the Committee. “The high price of gold is occassioned by the low value of the paper-money; that the low value of
the paper-money has been occasioned by the great abundance of it; that the only way to lower the price of gold is to raise the value of
paper-money and the only way to raise the value of paper money is to make the quantity of it less than it now is.” The same might be said
today, but, of course governments, are continiung to create even more paper money in their desperate efforts to keep their paper currencies afloat. Thus, the price of gold will continue to rise in proportion to the amount of new paper money that is being created.
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Worldwide annual gold production is only 80,000,000 ounces, which is the equivalent of 2,500 metric tons. Let’s put that into perspectiveit’s miniscule when compared to not only the people who want to protect themselves from the coming paper money collapse by owning
gold, but also from investment funds and FTFs that are buying gold and, last but not least, the various central banks, which can see the
writing on the wall. “Market Turmoil Drives Europe’s Central Banks to Load up on Gold.” is a story in todays (Tuesday September 20,
2011) Financial Times . This article is introduced by the following paragraph “European banks have become net buyers of gold for the
first time in more than two decades, the latest sign of how the tubulence in the currency and debt markets has revolutionised the bullion
market.”
As stated above, the paper money collapse is in its infancy and yet the price of gold has increased by 750% since 2001. The pace of the
worldwide monetary debacle is quickening, which means that the worldwide desire to seek the safety of gold,as the ultimate monetary
instrument, will rise exponentially .

This demand will overwhelm supply and likely, private investors and investment funds will be unable to purchase gold at any price as the
world’s central banks squeeze them out in an effort to replenish their depleted coffers.
Under the circumstances is gold in a bubble? No it’s certainly not. In fact, the chances are, that it will never reach the bubble stage, because it might not be obtainable at any price.
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